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I am not a man generally plagued by the great universal truth questions. There
aren’t issues disrupting my limited sleepy time and causing me great concern.
I often wonder what God has in store for me and what it is He wants me to do
to serve Him and help others. His placement of the heavens amazes me and
causes me to stop and stare into the night sky, usually on Thursdays (this one
was too cloudy). I don’t question it, though. No, it’s life’s little questions that
drive me to distraction (which is about two miles past the sign for crazy).  Little

nagging questions of meaningless import. I’m like the dyslexic atheist insomniac, up all night
disproving the existence of dog. Tiny questions that make the day go slower. Here’s the list for this

week.

10.) Whats the streak in Stacy London’s hair for? It’s kind of cool and weirdly
attractive.

9.) Did Batman ever have to parallel park the Batmobile?

8.) How many homes were destroyed over the years by Jiffy Pop? If you threw
billions of containers of Jiffy Pop into the sun would it cause a massive solar flare

of popcorn?

7.)How come Twinkies don’t go bad? Can that same magic, pre-embalming preservative be used
to extend the human life span?

6.)Will the Lions ever win a game. In my lifetime? A question for the Almighty.

5.)Did Bo and Luke Duke ever have impure thoughts about their cousin Daisy? I know it was just a
t.v. show, but c’mon. You can bet the writers were plotting some ugly episodes
behind the Boar’s Nest.

4.)Can I get crackers at Cracker Barrel?

3.) Could Giada DiLaurentis bend over a few more times during cooking demos?
Just asking.

2.) Why is Rice-A-Roni made in Indiana, but it’s still the San Fransisco Treat? Do
you think Dirty Harry would eat it?

1.) Is the rate of infidelity in Congress higher than the national average?
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